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We live in a volatile world that is changing all the time. Every
day, unexpected challenges and opportunities arise while
new technologies are transforming how we live, work and
connect with others.
As we navigate this constant state of flux, we are more
reliant than ever on the agility, ingenuity and passion
of entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs play a pivotal role in
the global economy while helping the planet to solve its
biggest problems.
EY recognizes that female entrepreneurs are driving growth
and innovation right across Europe, the Middle East, India
and Africa at this crucial juncture. That’s why we run EY
Entrepreneurial Winning WomenTM, a bespoke executive
education program. The program supports savvy, ambitious
women founders, with established, profitable businesses, to
unlock their full potential and show others what’s possible.
The EY Entrepreneurial Winning WomenTM program
can help you to scale up your business by giving you a
fresh perspective on your strategic dilemmas. Through
the program, you will get evergreen access to vast EY
resources, as well as the opportunity to build rich networks
and enhance your know-how. As a result, you will be able
to strengthen your leadership abilities, establish yourself
as a market leader in your field, and be part of the answer
to some of the planet’s most pressing problems, including
gender inequality.
We want you to be even more successful in the future than
you are today. With that in mind, we warmly invite you to
apply for our program.
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Suwin Lee
EMEIA EY Private Leader and EMEIA
Entrepreneurial Winning WomenTM
Executive Sponsor
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The ecosystem offers you

Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say
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Julie Hood
EMEIA Strategy and Transactions Leader
and EMEIA Entrepreneurial Winning
Women Executive Co-Sponsor

Nataša Nikolić
EY EMEIA Women. Fast forward Leader

Contact us
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About the program
Launched in 2008, the EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women™ program targets women
entrepreneurs who have built profitable companies, but have not yet found the essential tools
needed to scale sustainably.
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EY provides program participants evergreen access to our vast resources, rich networks and
know-how, helping to strengthen their abilities to become market leaders. At the same time, the
program creates a vibrant global community of successful women entrepreneurs and inspiring
peer role models spanning 48 countries and with over 700 alumnae.
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Benefits of participation

Timeline

About the program

The ecosystem offers you

Join an international network of women entrepreneurs and participate in a bespoke executive
education program with year-round activities designed to:
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Develop the skills needed to
effectively identify potential
partners, strategic alliances,
customers and suppliers as well
as find routes to prospective
sources of capital.
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Expand your knowledge
with the latest information,
research and executive
dialogues about business
strategies and practices.
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Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say

Strengthen your executive
leadership and business skills,
and identify opportunities to
grow through meetings with
senior advisors and seasoned
entrepreneurs.
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Provide access to
informal, one-to-one
guidance and support.
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Increase visibility for yourselves and
your companies among corporate
executives, investors and the media,
creating possible new collisions,
collaborations and opportunities.

Submit an application today

Contact us
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Assessments
and interviews

May

Oct

Program launches and
applications open

Two-day orientation
conference for the
new class (mix of
virtual and in person)

2022
Applications close
(15 August)

Class of 2022
selected

Monthly e-learning
sessions

Timeline
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Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say

2023

Submit an application today

EY Entrepreneurial
Winning Women™
EMEIA 2022
annual conference
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Sept
March
Aug
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April

The ecosystem
offers you:
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access to a community of entrepreneurs
1  Lifetime
who understand the journey of scaling a high-growth
business, including the EY Entrepreneurial Winning
WomenTM current class and alumnae, and through the EY
Entrepreneurial Of The YearTM network.
opportunity to expand your network and
2  The
build relationships through invitations to exclusive

Timeline
The ecosystem offers you

Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say

entrepreneurially focused and broader EY-run events.
insights and learnings through educational
3  Valuable
sessions led by EY professionals; and access to EY
frameworks such as the EY 7 Drivers of Growth.
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 An exclusive invitation to the EY Strategic Growth
Forum®, November 10–13, 2022, one of North
America’s largest gatherings of entrepreneurs, investors,
executives and business  leaders.
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Hear what the EY Winning Women
class alumnae have to say

“

The sessions have been inspiring. So far, they served as
a guide on how to identify one’s own leadership style
and source of influence. They gave room to understand
business nuances from a global perspective. I enjoyed
picking up different frameworks when it came to practical
business and brand management.

“

“

The program has opened up new perspectives on the future and
management of my company. Together with the other participants of
the program and my very engaged mentor, I have reflected on topics
that are important to me, thus gaining new insights and results! I am
extremely grateful for the support and network, and can certainly
recommend this program.
Dr. Jana Völkel-Kitzmann
Executive Partner, Management-Institut
Dr. A. Kitzmann GmbH & Co. KG, Germany
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Being a part of this global community of successful women
entrepreneurs has inspired me to dream bigger for my
company. The key business skills we need to develop to become
better leaders were supported throughout the program.
The one-to-one guidance and support proved so valuable in
expanding my vision for growth.

Kelebogile Makhafola
Head Brand Strategist and Founder, Maruapula Brand,
South Africa
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Gülşah Gürkan
Founder and CEO, gülsha, Turkey

About the program
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Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say
Submit an application today

“

Winning Women is an extraordinary initiative to be
part of. The women, the knowledge and the support are
priceless. I truly feel as if I am part of something very
special and unique. I am beyond grateful to EY for this
extraordinary initiative.
Rachel Pendered
Founder and Managing Director,
Media Zoo, United Kingdom

Contact us
08

Submit an
application today
Visit ey.com/ww-europe to apply
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Foreword

Deadline for applications:
15 August 2022

About the program

Eligibility

Timeline

1. Women entrepreneurs who:
• Are owners/founders/co-founders/CEOs with a substantial ownership of the business

The ecosystem offers you

• Demonstrate passion to grow their business and scale up internationally
2. Businesses that:
• Are at least 2 years old

Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say

• Have annual revenues higher than EUR 1 million*
3. Applicants who are selected must be able to attend and fully participate in:
• Two-day orientation conference in October 2022 — virtual and in person
(location and dates tbc)
• EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women™ EMEIA 2022 annual conference — Spring 2023
(location and dates tbc)
• Monthly e-learning sessions during the period November 2022 to June 2023
Those unable to commit to the required participation in 2022/23 should instead consider
applying for future classes, when schedules will permit attendance.
Note:
Program is delivered in English.

*This eligibility criteria is relevant for the businesses that are HQed in Europe. It may differ in other locations.
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Program leader

Foreword
About the program

Timeline

Natasa Nikolic
EY EMEIA Women.
Fast forward Leader
natasa.nikolic@rs.ey.com

For more information
Visit ey.com/ww-europe
Email eww@be.ey.com

The ecosystem offers you

Hear what the EY Winning
Women class alumnae have to say
Submit an application today

Contact us
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Join the conversation
Follow us @EY_WFF
#WinningWomen
#WomenFastForward
#BeTheAnswer
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EY | Building a better working world
EY exists to build a better working world, helping to create long-term value for
clients, people and society and build trust in the capital markets.
Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150 countries
provide trust through assurance and help clients grow, transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and transactions, EY
teams ask better questions to find new answers for the complex issues facing
our world today.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young
Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information about how EY collects and uses personal data and a
description of the rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy.
EY member firms do not practice law where prohibited by local laws. For more information about our
organization, please visit ey.com.
About EY Private
As Advisors to the ambitious™, EY Private professionals possess the experience and passion to support private
businesses and their owners in unlocking the full potential of their ambitions. EY Private teams offer distinct
insights born from the long EY history of working with business owners and entrepreneurs. These teams support
the full spectrum of private enterprises including private capital managers and investors and the portfolio
businesses they fund, business owners, family businesses, family offices and entrepreneurs. Visit ey.com/private.
© 2022 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
EYG no. EYG 003924-22Gbl
BMC Agency
GA 121918802
ED None
In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this document has been printed on paper with a high
recycled content.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal or other
professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.

ey.com

